
How LinkedIn is changing 
the Jobs Game



Job Seekers

- Your next job will come to you via Linkedin

- Job seeking is all being done via online 
networks

- Targeted text alerts, app updates and email 
alerts are changing how people find jobs



Why do we care? 

80% of companies use 
social media for recruiting

95% use LinkedIn for recruiting



YOUR NEW RESUME

● Paper resumes 
are still effective, but...

● Recruiters also look 
At your online portfolio

● They are using LinkedIn to track job leads



● Add a summary - and it can be so much 
more than a typical resume



● Make it personable - have fun, but don’t get 
too comfortable. Remember this is your 
professional network. 



● Add all the positions you’ve ever had - even 
small ones - and all core responsibilities



● Ask partners, clients and former employers 
for recommendations - and be specific 
about skills you want them to speak to. 



● Add boards, volunteer and community work
● List basic training - online courses or 

certifications
● List your skills - you
     will get endorsed
● Endorse people
   if you know them
     and their work 



Companies

For companies: 
Be thorough with
Who you are

Include
● Company description
● General info
● Workplace logo
     And photos



What about content? 
● Share news about your business knowledge, 

awards and community involvement 
● Track the 

Results
● Sponsor 
     An update 



List your job openings

● LinkedIn is changing the 
way we find jobs. 
○ They have an app 

just for jobs. 
○ Employees receive 
     alerts about related jobs
○ Apply with their profile 



Employers have legal 
responsibilities

● Should give you a head’s up on social search
○ This gives employees time to check their 

own social media streams and make sure 
they are appropriate



● Treat potential employees equally - look at 
same time frame if you are looking
○ Make sure that if you view social profiles, 

you view them all at the same point in 
search process

○ Save screen shots if you have concerns 
○ If using an outside company - you must 

adhere to the Fair Credit Reporting Act



● Avoid judgments based on protected 
characteristics - gender, race, etc.
○ This is biggest potential issue for 

employers. 
○ Once you review a social media profile, a 

court assumes you are aware of these 
protected characteristics

○ Best practice: wait until after interviews 
to review social streams



What about other social channels? 
● Treat delicately. Just because someone says 

something you may not agree with may not 
make them a bad employee.   



● What about social policies in workplace?
○ Restrict posts about company and its 

leadership to positive shares
○ Create sanctions when policy is violated



Thank you!
- Thomas@teamcreativefire.com


